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Whispers in the Night
Group Member Names Day Month Year

Can I have a hand?
by: Lisper 

Marcus  the  Nosferatu  Prince  has  taken  the
hands of all the current Orlando Nosferatu. In
order to uphold the traditions of the Camarilla
and show the city how bad it is for anyone of
your clan to attack and Elysium. Not only will
the offender be punished but so to will the entire
clan  from  which  the  offender  came.  The
Nosferatu including myself have been without a
hand  since  the  last  gathering.   All  the
Nosferatu  of  Orlando  other  then  that  of  the
statue of Miroslava are to be seen as Loyal, for
they all even those unacknowledged who showed
up to be acknowledged walked up and submitted
there hands for punishment and bore the badge
of shame with honor.  The prior Keeper Ezra
has ruled  that  the  defilement  of  Elysium has
been properly absolved. Therefore Orlando will
not face any other punishment from the sad fate
of our Elysium. 

 Ezra turns his back on the
Prince

  After the defilement of Elysium and the proper
execution  of  the  defiler.  Prince  Marcus  St.
John offered Ezra the position of Scourge, part
because we need a Scourge and partly for his
the actions he took that caused the defilement of
Elysium in the first place. However Ezra seems
to feel he is above the Prince and the Camarilla
laws need not apply to him. So he has walked
away  and  rumors  say  he  is  keeping  company
with the Anarchs.  

 

A picture of Ezra thinking he is better
then the Prince and Camarilla

Lesser Status Ban due 
no Boons owed: 
Alistair Bohm, Grace, Flint, Parris
Jacob Kellor, Danno Mezzanotte
Thaddeus Goode-Mezzanotte
Yasmin Gamal, Elijah Mezzanotte
Lyddia Desylva, Joseppa Mezzanotte
Nora, Ezekiel Mezzanott, Leo Carusa
Charlotte Lukka, Erza, Dnestro Slavak
Babylon, Maddie Darkholme
Viktor Rominov,Rasputin Jones
Nick Fury,Cecil Eros, Dissonance
Lord Thomas

*A special Samhain edition of 
Whispers in the Night will come out
Mid Month looking for stories and fun
along with who is hosting the blessed
festival. 

  

Prince St Johns new masterpiece Miroslava 
punishment.

A punishment for the Ages
by:  Lisper

Encased in glassed, in a one hundred year 
slumber.. No it is not Sleeping Beauty it is 
the traitor to his clan the clanless 
Miroslava formerly of Orlando. He is 
homeless and unwanted and currently a 
fixture in the Angel Share Bar, run by 
Cierzo of Clan Nosferatu.  See what 
happens to anyone that dares to defile an 
Elysium while Marcus St. John is Prince. 
 
 Boon Movers and Shakers 

Boon Holders
Vincent  Perry,  Lisper,Josseppta  Mezzanotte,
Flint,  James  Alex  Ness,  Nora,  Leo  Caruso,
Marcus  St  John,  Tommasso  Mezzanotte,
Rhea,  Demetri  Demator,  Zeke  Mezzanotte,
Rasputin  Jones,  Tsavo,  Didi  Mezzanotte,
Archangel, Cierzo, Spider, Willis, Henery Eddy

Boon Owers
Charlotte,  Lisper,  Nora,  Didi  Mezzanotte,
Tommasso  Mezzanotte,  Zeke  Mezzanotte,
Viktor  Rominov,  James  Alex  Ness,  Lukas
Gaddow, Wamu

Boons Paid
James  Alex  Ness,  Henery  eddy,  Lisper,
Spider,  Willis,  Nora,  Marcus  St  John,
Archangel, Cierzo

Disney Domination
By the Garou

Cierzo told a legend of a story that him 
and the Garou stormed the castle and 
destruction ensued, they destroyed the 
last remnants of the cursed Elaine's 
powers.  I am told she will walk these 
hollowed grounds no more. A greater 
gift the Garou could not of bestowed 
upon Orlando, lets hope that this is the 
start of, if not a friendship, a truce 
between our kind. May we have a 
Blessed Samhain this year without the 
fear of Elaine and her kind ruining our 
festivities.

Ventrue Venture Vibe Thru
Orlando

by: Lisper

Some clans come slip in quietly, others make a
statement. This is the case in Orlando, the rule of
Prince  Marcus  has  gotten  the  attention  of
Ventrue. They have come to Orlando in Lanieri
suits. Leather is the theme in all the places they
opened. They rule the cool and slick. However
they are polite  and seem knowledgeable about
the comings and goings of the mortal coil,  with
lawyers,  and  business  owners  abound.   The
Ventrue  also  seem  to  have  a  few  used  car
salesmen personality types too. It is this I want to
talk  about  although  most  the  clan  came  in
without waves, it was Elder Tomasso Mezzonete
that  seemed  to  have  trouble  following  basic
Camarilla  etiquette,  when  it  came  to
introductions  with  the  Seneschal  Nora.   He
tended  to  interrupt  and  try  to  take  over  the
seneschal's duties, which was extremely rude to
the  seneschal.   Perhaps  things  are  done
differently  in his  country.  I  have seen no other
episodes of this but the behavior from him or his
clan but is noted and now out in the public realm.

Didi Mezzanotte

Come Hell or High Water
For the good or for the bad we seem to have a 
very popular, and Media Crazy young one in our 
mists. She is everywhere from Magazines, and 
TV, to Radio and Internet Waves.  You can't go 
anywhere without hearing her name. She has 
fans and then some. Her pictures pop up in 
every paper.  Your not anyone unless your in the
know and Didi is definitely in the know. Polite 
and full of charm.  She is ready for her photo 
weather it is hot as hell or a raging hurricane 
pouring down water and getting her Gucci shoes
wet. 

Besides being picture perfect she is also smart 
and with her wits secured the Ventrue Primogen 
spot. Watch out world because ready or not Didi 
Mezzanotte is here and she is hot hot hot!

Di Di 

  

Harpy awards:
Didi Mezzanotte: is seen as Honorable for
distractive vibes.  (I'm a fan so sue me)

Every Member of the Nosferatu Clan is seen
as  Loyal  for  the  month  at  the  cost  of  their
hands. 

Senechal Awards:
Cierzo – Loyal
Wamu – Loyal

Prince Awards : 
Tomasso Mezzanotte – Loyal
Lukas – Loyal
Cierzo – Loyal
Archangel – Loyal


